Future needs and expected trends in peripheral blood cell analysis: erythrocyte histograms.
Erythrocyte histograms should be analysed in accordance with the ICSH recommended protocol to determine: How many red cell populations are present and the proportion of the total red cells which are included in each population. The central tendency (mode, median & mean) and dispersion (size ratio, geometric standard deviation & coefficient of variation) for each population. The proportion of microcytic or macrocytic cells in each population. Examples are given to show how the patient's diagnosis is assisted by careful analysis of the histograms and the effect of treatment monitored by sequential testing. Histograms can be generated from blood films or from aperture-impedance and light-scatter volume measurements. Volume measurements on these systems are influenced by the red cell shape and internal refractive index. Mean cell hemoglobin concentration affects both shape in the aperture-impedance orifice and internal refractive index in light-scatter systems. There is poor agreement between volume histograms obtained on the two measuring systems and the histograms available on current automated instruments provide no more useful information than can be obtained from the blood film. Automated instruments need to produce histograms with fewer artefacts and the histograms should then be examined in accordance with the ICSH protocol. This approach should maximise the diagnostic value of the complete blood count.